TOMORROW’S WORLD
TAKES SHAPE
TODAY

INVEST FOR GOOD

Marketing Communication solely for the attention of «professional investors»

While COP21 had a major impact at the State level, its
most lasting legacy was in triggering a silent revolution
capable of profoundly changing the world of asset
management. Combined with pressure from the UN and
its Sustainable Development Goals, public authorities,
NGOs and regulatory measures, it has led to significant
increases in the extra-financial data companies gather
and publish. This transparency in turn paves the way
for a new framework for analysis that complements
financials. It also encourages companies to reconfigure
their practices to reflect more virtuous models for the
planet and society as a whole.

CPR AM,
A RESPONSIBLE PLAYER
Consistency is the keystone of a trusting relationship
At CPR AM, we are committed to
meeting your expectations

While we are pleased with the depth of data now
available to us, we have also been faced with several
challenges: how to utilise this information in the lack of
a standard framework? And what, in concrete terms, can
these data contribute to the investments we make on
behalf of our clients?
With the same pragmatism that has subtended our asset
management for the past 30 years, we have placed this
new type of data at the heart of our research. We have
conducted empirical evaluations, a prerequisite for a
more general deployment in our asset management
methodologies. We have listened to you, the investors,
and we have innovated to establish the perimeter of
responsible investment, combining financial and extrafinancial assessment.

64

billion euros
in AuM

73%

It is on this basis that we have built our responsible
investment philosophy. The introduction of extrafinancial issues is reshaping asset management and
bringing new opportunities. At CPR AM, we see it as a
risk detector for our short- and long-term investments by
identifying tomorrow’s winners and losers. This provides
an additional protection for all investments, irrespective
of asset classes.
As companies, investors and asset managers, we
share a great responsibility: that of bringing about our
transition to sustainability. We at CPR AM embrace
this responsibility, both as a company, in our internal
practices, and as asset managers, in our investment
solutions. We also hope to shape tomorrow’s practices
together by leveraging the power of finance.

€23

SFDR* article
8 and 9

billion in
SRI-certified AuM

€5

billion in
impact AUM

45%
female

55%
male

*The European regulation «Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation».
Source: CPR AM, 12/2021

DATA QUALITY, THE KEYSTONE
OF OUR METHODOLOGY
A RECOGNIZED EXPERTISE IN DATA PROCESSING
Access to ESG data by leveraging Amundi’s
resources, including very broad coverage of
issuers and a proprietary ESG methodology

A partnership between CPR AM and
CDP, the world’s leading non-profit for
environmental data disclosure

40 specialists in charge of ESG research,
methodology and development,
13,500 rated issuers

DISCLOSURE INSIGHT ACTION

CPR AM’s in-house Research team at the
heart of our ESG approach

An internationally recognized
extra-financial analysis team

8 employees working hand in hand with
our management teams, contributing to the
design of ad hoc, innovative solutions

The relevance of CPR AM’s Responsible Investment policy is based on the reliability, coverage rate and
granularity of the extra-financial data we have access to. These data are dynamic and constantly evolving.
Thus, the work carried out by our Research team for their analysis, interpretation and integration in our
methodologies is of critical importance.

INCORPORATING METRICS TO INCREASE THE IMPACT OF OUR RESPONSIBLE APPROACH

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

OUR INFLUENCE

OUR AMBITIONS

Turning extra-financial data into
metrics to assess our investments

Supporting and encouraging companies
to publish a more comprehensive
ESG dataset, within a harmonised
framework

Tackling the ESG impact of issuers
ex ante to limit risks more effectively

The increase in both the extra-financial data published by companies and the ESG measurements tools
developed in the asset management industry represent excellent investment opportunities and a unique
occasion to improve the robustness of portfolios and the dialogue with companies.
Sources: CPR AM, Amundi as of 31 December 2021. From 2015 to 2019, 1st place in the SRI & Sustainability ranking in the Asset Management category, Best firms for SRI/ESG, published by Extel and the UK Sustainable Investment and Finance Association (UKSIF)

CO-SHARING AND CO-CREATION:
TAKING MEANINGFUL ACTION TOGETHER

AMONG INVESTORS

TRANSITION AS A SHARED RESPONSABLITY
A strong appetite for
responsible investment

a global market of

$35.3
trillions

+15%

between 2018 and 2020

A favourable context

Growing awareness
among retail investors

Consequences of COP21,
Publication of the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
regulatory changes, initiatives by public
authorities, growing pressure
from NGOs, increased reputational
stakes for companies

64%
of French savers award at least
the same importance to the extrafinancial dimension as to the financial
performance according to our
Barometer*

AT CPR AM

Our commitment to responsible investment has resulted in a profound transformation of our
company. Having defined responsible investment as a strategic priority, we have reshaped our asset
management company around this unifying project by developing a governance structure involving
all business lines and teams. The consistency and unique dynamics so established continue to shape
our practices.

2016

ESG included among
our strategic priorities

2018

CLIMATE ACTION I EDUCATION

ESG transformation of our quantitative
equities, convertible bonds
and fixed income range

Since 2017

FOOD FOR GENERATIONS

Launch of innovative thematic funds
addressing the challenges of a
sustainable development

2020

Roll-out of a mechanism seeking to achieve the
carbon neutrality of our Climate portfolios
Publication of the first annual impact reports
Beginning of the labelling of our funds

2019

2021

mplementation of extra-fi+ Inancial
reportings

Launch of two new climate
strategies invested in the eurozone
equities and the euro bonds
Publication of an annual impact report
for all our impact funds
Implementation of the SFDR regulation

MEDTECH I FUTURE CITIES
SMART TRENDS I SOCIAL IMPACT

HYDROGEN

YOUR STORY SHAPES OUR COMMON FUTURE
CO-CREATION HAND IN HAND WITH INVESTORS

Capitalising on our skills in financial management, we design bespoke
responsible investment solutions for discretionary funds. We listen closely to
investors so we can better understand their needs and work alongside each
one to build an investment universe that reflects their constraints, risk profile
and convictions.
* 2021 CPR AM Barometer, «Investors and Responsible Investment»

€4bn

AuM of our solutions
co-created with institutional
investors or distribution
networks

PRAGMATISM, OUR CONSTANT

IN OUR APPROACH TO RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT
A progressive approach based on the quality of our financial management,
illustrated by our 30-year track record: from norm-based exclusion to ESG
integration, then impact investing
Responsible investment as an enhancement of the mandates our
clients entrust us with
Solutions co-constructed with investors, according to their needs
and in support of regulatory changes

INVESTMENT
METHODOLOGY

IN

IN A MOVING
UNIVERSE

OUR

PHILOSOPHY

AND

A philosophy grounded in risk management and the search
for investment opportunities
A methodology integrating the most material ESG criteria
within each sector or investment theme
Investment themes chosen for their sustainability and
relevance to major trends

IN OUR QUEST FOR PERFORMANCE
Offering robust, sustainable and responsible products
Measuring the levels of risk avoided
Assessing our financial and extra-financial performance to better identify
and seize opportunities
Innovating via tangible environmental and social impact metrics with offset
mechanisms aimed at achieving carbon-neutral portfolios

OUR RESPONSIBLE FUND RANGE:
MOVING FORWARD TOGETHER WITH OUR CLIENTS

A RICH AND COMPLETE RANGE
ESG solutions, Climate and impact range, CPR AM already offers a large choice of solutions for all asset classes, sectors and
geographical areas.
These solutions have been conceived to provide an answer to our clients’ specific needs and integrate their regulatory constraints,
their ethical engagements, their values and philosophy.
Today, 92% of our open-ended funds’ AUM complies with Articles 8 and 9 of the SFDR regulation.
A REAL MOMENTUM

92%

of open-ended funds’ AUM

€47bn

29%
BREAKDOWN

SFDR
Article 8 & 9

73%

of global AUM

BY ASSET CLASS

60%

11%
Multi-asset

Fixed income

Equities

Source: CPR AM as of 31/12/2021

€5bn

IMPACT AUM

TRANSPARENCY: THE KEY OF A VIRTOUS CERCLE
Understanding the impact of an investment, the utility of savings, the
externalities of management: these are some of the natural requirements
of investors. As such, for all our funds with a responsible approach we
complement the financial reportings with carbon and ESG data.
Furthermore, we publish an annual impact report for all our impact funds.
The transparency towards our clients with regards to the impact generated
by their investments engenders a virtuous circle. Through the published
metrics, we are willing to enhance the impact of our investments in relative
terms compared to a reference index or universe and also in absolute terms
through their improvement over time.
Our responsible approach has been audited and certified: twenty-one
funds of our open-ended range have been awarded at least one label
in Europe. Also, through a collaborative initiative with CDP, CPR AM and
Amundi have been the first asset managers to use the CDP temperatures
to empower their ESG research capabilities and measure the temperature
of investment universes.

Data on ESG, carbon, climate, impact...,
a large and complete range of monthly and
annual reportings.

EDUCATION

CLIMATE ACTION

FOOD FOR GENERATIONS

SOCIAL IMPACT

AN INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
GROUNDED IN REALITY

A RISK-BASED APPROACH
Sustainable creation of financial value and risk prevention cannot be
achieved through positive selection of the best issuers alone. On the
other hand, they are reinforced by the exclusion of issuers with the worst
practices.
An issuer is rated on a set of generic Environmental, Social and Governance
criteria as well as on criteria specific to its business sector. In order to obtain
the final rating of an issuer, the weightings of the criteria are determined
by the extra-financial analysis team based on their knowledge of the issues
specific to each sector.
The exposure of companies to risks and opportunities in each of the three
E, S and G dimensions is thus assessed, as well as their management of the
issues.

KEY FIGURES

17

generic criteria

21

specific criteria

68

MATERIALITY OF CHALLENGES AS A VARIABLE
As an additional component of the comprehensive extra-financial analysis
of issuers through the final score, we also believe it is essential to assess
practices on a selection of the most material ESG criteria.

business sectors

In doing so, we rely on our research team’s expertise and look at the five
criteria deemed essential within each sector. The more a company faces a
material risk on a given criterion, based on its business activity, the more
our analysts will be demanding in the quality of its practices.

Exclusion filter based on the 5 criteria

The very high degree of granularity of our proprietary methodology, with
about 20 specific criteria and almost 70 sectors reviewed, makes a robust
analysis possible of each issuer’s risks and opportunities.

that are most material in each sector

A MULTI-LABEL ESG METHODOLOGY

€

€23bn

In SRI-certified AuM

21

Funds awarded
at least one certification

Labels are awarded for a period of one year to each UCI by the respective authorities.
Not all of our mutual funds are multi-listed. For a complete list of labelled funds, please refer to the CPR AM website. Label Towards Sustainability, for more information:
www.towardssustainability.be

LET’S GET STARTED AS PARTNERS

All trademarks and logos used for illustrative purposes in this document are the property of their respective owners.
This promotional non-contractual information is intended to be distributed to the general public and does not constitute investment advice, a recommendation, or a contractual
offering.
This publication is not intended for use by residents or citizens of the United States or by “U.S. Persons” as defined by the Securities and Exchange Commission’s Regulation S in
accordance with the U.S. Securities Act of 1933.
Thematic equity investing entails bears a risk of capital loss. Further information on the website www.cpr-am.com.
The information provided is believed to be accurate as of December 31st, 2021. The information and analysis contained herein are based on sources that CPR AM believes to be reliable.
However, CPR AM cannot guarantee that all information is accurate or complete or up to date at all times. It may be amended, removed or supplemented without prior announcement.
That information is necessarily partial and incomplete and shall not be considered as having any contractual value. All or part of this publication may not be copied or distributed to
third parties without CPR AM’s prior consent.
All trademarks and logos used for illustrative purposes in this document are the property of their respective owners.
CPR Asset Management, limited company with a capital of € 53 445 705 - Portfolio management company authorised by the AMF n° GP 01-056 - 91-93, boulevard Pasteur, 75015 Paris
- France - 399 392 141 RCS Paris.
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